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Traditional refraction method 
 

1. Traditional Starting Points 
a. Old Rx 
b. Retinoscope 
c. Autorefractor 

2. Determine Sphero-power (at least 20/25) 
3. Determine Astigmatism function   

a. Remove predetermined cylinder 
b. Determine which orientation has moving images. 
c. Adjust power to 90 degrees away 
d. Add back cylinder power 

4.  Jackson-Cross Cylinder   
a.   Refine power using traditional Jackson Cross Cylinder power determination method 
b.   0.25 diopter increments 

5.  Refine Axis 
a. +/-  degrees using traditional Jackson Cross cylinder axis determination method 
b.  “chase the red dot” 

6.  Go back to BVDA (Best Visual Dyop Acuity) 
a. Click on Dyop restart   
b. Go to BVDA for sphere 
c. Ask how many of the Dyop images are “moving” 
d. Refine sphere +/- in 0.25 diopter increments until no additional DYOPS are moving 

7. Write Rx. 
 
Revised Dyop methodology without external acuity reference 
 

1.  Determine Sphere range for BVDA (Best Visual Dyop Acuity) 
     a.   Start Dyop acuity test.  (You do NOT need to reduce room illumination.) 
     b.   Ask “how many Dyop images are moving?” 
     c.   Select the smallest diameter Dyop image or number below it where motion is detected 
     d.   Acuity end-point is where two of the three images appear to be moving. 
     e.   Smallest diameter (center) Dyop image motion is detected is initial BVDA 
2.  Determine Astigmatism range 

a. Select Astigmatism fan with black, white, or red lines  
b. Ask which of the six angled lines is most visible (12-6. 1-7, 2-8, 3-9, 11-4, 10-5) 
c. Adjust axis 90 degrees away from darkest line to set initial axis 
d. Adjust cylinder power to make fan lines as visible and similar in intensity as possible. 
e. Select largest Dyop Astigmatism ring for 20/40 corrected BVDA 
f. Ask which of the six 20/40 Dyop pairs is most visible or has moving images as to rotation  

(12-6. 1-7, 2-8, 3-9, 11-4, or 10-5) 
g. If motion is not detected in all of the Dyop images use JCC technique to adjust power until all 

of the Dyop images are detected as moving, and that all of the rings appear with identical 
intensities and motion visibility 

h. If motion of all of the Dyop images is detected select a smaller set of Dyop images until not all 
of the images can be detected as moving. 

i. Select smaller 20/35 or 20/30 or 20/25 or 20/20 corrected VDA Astigmatism ring and repeat 
JCC technique to adjust Astigmatism Power so that the rings all appear with identical 
intensities and motion visibility 

       3.  Jackson-Cross Cylinder   
             a.   Click Dyop Logo to restart the test and go back to BVDA (Best Visual Dyop Acuity) test 

b.   Refine Axis in +/- degree increments to “chase the red dot” using traditional Jackson Cross 
      Cylinder axis determination method 
c.   Ask how many of the Dyop images are “moving” to reach the BVDA acuity end-point 

4.  Refine sphere again. 
5.  Write Rx. 


